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Institutional Best Practice

INSTITUTIONAL BEST PRACTICES
Nirmalya Management :
 To avoid water pollution of river Khuni.
 The lifeline of Pandharkawada town.
Objective :
1. To avoid water pollution o Khuni river during Ganesh & Navratri festival.
2. To create the feelings of environmental awareness among the students and society
3. Conservation of nature and values of cleanliness and awareness of environmental issues.
4. To make aware the students regarding social responsibility and social service.
Context :
As Khuni river is only one river which flows from the out skirts of Pandharkawada. So, in
Ganesh & Navratri festival the idols of Ganeshji & Durga Devi are immersed in the river. As
per traditional rights and rituals, the garlands, flowers, leaves & other items of religious
programme are drops in to the river. All these things contain chemical ingredients and it is
harmful and its effects human health issues and it causes various disease animals who drinks
the water of river and it pollutes water body.
Practice :
First of all we inform the students about the best practice Nirmalya. After having informed
them there groups are form. On the day of immersion of Idol the groups of students along with
teachers are taken to the spot. The students explain the Nirmalya practice in details to the people
who immerse the idol. Before immersing the idols the people are informed to take off the
garlands and other religious items from the idols and all these things are kept separately in the
container and boxes. When the container is fill we informed to the municipal council of
Pandharkawada town. The same container is taken to the process of decomposition. At the
same we also display notices and slogans on the bank of the river.
Evidence of Success :
It has been found that the
amount of Nirmalya brought
by the people at the banks of
the river is reduced.
The awareness spread by
the students let people to
convert the Nirmalya in to
manure and use it for the
garden, plants at their home.

Problems encounter & resources required :
Festivals have religious importance in our society. Hence persuasion in such matter is a big
difficult task. The student have to keep delicate balance while interacting with the people.
Secondly the transportation of the collected Nirmalya to the waste treatment plant is the task
beyond our reach. In this regards continuous follow up to the municipal administration &
getting their cooperation is another challenge.

